Iconosquare announces the launch of New AI-driven Content Inspiration Tool

Iconosquare is delighted to reveal the launch of a new AI Content Inspiration feature.

This new feature, powered by Open AI’s Chat GPT 4, is perfect for social media marketers who are feeling creatively blocked and need an injection of inspiration.

This new AI content Inspiration feature is the perfect companion to Iconosquare’s AI Captions generator as the company embraces the growing shift towards AI-based marketing tools.

Users can now generate personalized posts ideas based on their previous social media activity and suggestions from the integrated Iconosquare calendar.

The AI content inspiration feature is compatible with social profiles for X, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and TikTok and can be used to generate fresh and innovative post ideas. Users can also access a range of content ideas in a variety of formats such as carousels, videos, reels and stories.

Content is generated according to a variety of selected goals, for example making an announcement, building your reputation, engaging your community, or letting us surprise you.

Iconosquare’s UX designer Wuyu Lu, who worked closely on the conception of the project explains Iconosquare’s decision to integrate AI into the platform, “our goal is to seamlessly integrate into users’ daily routines, enhancing support for their tasks. By synergizing with existing platform features, we aspire to provide a more refined and efficient user experience, allowing individuals to fully embrace the potency of AI technology and witness tangible improvements in productivity”.
The simple four step process coupled with the ability to customize suggested posts, streamlines your workflow, allowing social media managers to manage their time and concentrate on the operational aspects of their role.

**About Iconosquare:**

*Iconosquare is a powerful social media analytics and management tool. Trusted by over 20,000 users worldwide, this intuitive platform helps social media professionals better engage their communities and boost their social media strategy by leveraging best-in-class analytics, management and reporting features, for Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and TikTok.*

If you would like more information concerning the Iconosquare platform and our AI content creation feature, please contact:

Natasha Hylton - Paid Acquisition Manager natasha@iconosqua.re